Mathematics
Number and Place Value: Prime numbers,
prime factors, square and cubed numbers
.

Gryffindor Class

Calculation: rounding to 2 and 3 dp. Round to
check answers in context of problem solving.
Sole problems up to 3 dp. Problem solving
involving measures, weight, length and money.

Summer Term 2018
Mrs. Hyatt & Mrs. Tomkins

Grammar and Phonics, Spelling: on-going
weekly, see separate plans

Practical application of Maths skills in cooking
activities.

Handwriting: letter formation following ‘The
Write Path’ and presentation skills

Science
Light and Shadows-Explore why shadows are
the shape they are- based around the shadows
of EL Castillo and shadows created during
Spring and Autumn equinox.
Mixing and separating materials

Mapwork: Use world maps
and satellite images to locate
Mexico. Physical and human
features. Locate Chihuahuan
Desert.
Human Geography-daily life
in Mexico-compare and
contrast

Reading: Use sources to find out about festivals
and celebrations important to Mexican culture.
Compile list of ‘Festival Facts’. Read chapters of
novel ‘Holes’ and story ‘Desert Trip’, contrast and
compare language choices, make predictions about
plot. Research ancient Mayan deities.
Writing: Invitation writing to festival theme day.
Setting descriptions. Postcard writing.
Instructions. Myths and Legends writing.

Geometry: Use properties of rectangles to
deduce missing angles and lengths, identify 3D
shapes from 2D representations

Geography

Literacy

Hola Mexico!

BB
Art /D&T

Religious
Education
What kind of world
did Jesus want?

Cooking- Making
savoury Mexican
dishes. Research Maya
chocolate making
process and make spicy
drinking chocolate.
Create a carving in
style of intricate Maya
stelae

P.E
Computing
SPaG: word classes, sentence structure, clauses and
Miss Loomes will be doing
phrases.
Use Google
Earth to
Athletics and tennis this term.
explore Mexico from
We will also be learning a
above. Research
Mexican dance to perform.
ancient Maya
writing system

SPaG:

French
We will be looking at places
around our homes and learning
discussion pieces.

PSHE
Values for Life bus visit- Friendships
Personal Responsibility. Growing up

